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INTRODUCTION
CORE MINING NETWORK
Blockchain technology has brought the future of
investments to everyone. No longer do you have to
have $10000+ in your bank account to be able to earn
a residual income, invest and profit. No longer do you
have to have an account with a minimum starting
capital with some bank owned company and good
credit to start investing.
Cryptocurrency allows anyone with any currency to
invest in crypto.
With all the platforms out there, blockchain
investments is catered to everyone's wallets. Unlike
stock martket investments who are controlled by the
rich and the governments.
Blockchain is by the people for the people just like the
government except the difference is, no government
control. There are always going to be nay-sayers and
because cryptocurrency is so new, founded around
2009, many governments and banks are scared to
enter the market but are slowly doing so anyway.
We are paving the road for a new investment strategy
for everyone.

BUSINESS MODEL
CORE MINING NETWORK
Investment organization, investing in green companies from solar
mining, technology, schools, research, development, hydroponics and
aquaponics farming, solar power and wind farms.
CMN has built a safe investment model, you can not loose money,
only gain*. Instead of investing $1000 on your local or crypto trading
platforms, you may gain some but also loose big., you can turn to a safer
investment strategy. One that earns you a constant increasing income.
Buy investing in CMNT you are not buying a meme coin, you are
buying into a part of owning CMN. Every CMNT is worth a percentage of
the company in profits. The more investments CMNT enter in to and
profit, the more earnings your staked tokens will return.
No CMNT will ever be locked in a pool. You have free hands to
move, trade, sell CMNT at your will. Every CMNT has a percentage value
of profits stake at CMN.
Why will we succeed when so many others have failed? The easy
answer is, we have real assets backing us. This is not a meme coin, CMNT
is backed by real world assets working for you. The mining network
generates income, the token will automatically have value due to this and
increase in value as the return on the token itself grows monthly. Every
single CMNT token has a miner working for it.
How can we have such high returns? Mining today brings in very
good returns if you know what you are doing and we have been in the
crypto mining scene for more than 8 years. 0 CMNT tokens are distributed
to Core Mining Network. That means all tokens are being offered to the
public. We only rely on the functioning of the company and income from
here to expand and grow. 700 million tokens will be sold out through the
ICO and the reset will be put on exchanges at a specified date.

ABOUT CMN
CORE MINING NETWORK
As any other investment company we build wealth for our investors. Our
business model is unique in the sence that by investing in Core Mining Network by
purchasing CMNT token's, your part of the network. You become a voice in the
company. It works as a collective, many minds are better than one. No long do you
have to rent miners to earn Bitcoin. No longer do you have to purchase the infamous
Ebay mining contracts where they have you pay for a contract to earn Bitcoin to only
receive 60% of what you invested. CMN works in a different manner where you own
a percentage of the miners for life as long as you own the CMNT token. You will earn
an interest on the amount you invested, at time of writing anywhere from 30% to
60% depending on market value of Bitcoin and to top it off, 20% goes back into
reinvestment to the company. This means every month we invest in new miners that
gets added to the pool and with every new miner comes more profits that
automatically gets added to you gains. The longer you stay, the more gains you will
make and the best part is, you get the payouts in Bitcoin, yes BITCOIN! No meme
coins.
This is a first in investment strategy. We work for the investors.
We are working on plans to go completely green with solar panels and wind
power. The best part is that the solar and wind power network we are building will
not only eventually power all the mining facilities we have but also produce
electricity for sale at discounted prices to surrounding area's. This means that you as
an investor would also receive profits from the electricity farms once built. It doesn't
stop there! Any projects we invest in, voted by you as an investor, and profit from
will gain you profits automatically just by holding CMNT tokens. We have a voting
system we are working on where investors will vote on new projects that will bring in
profits to the company. Any and all profits after expenses that Core Mining Network
bring in will be distributed to all the Core Mining Network token holders.
You are part of the company, a new beginning, a new standard in investing.
Share the wealth with the investors is our motto. We have been experimenting for a
while with this new type of investing strategy and it works. As a matter of fact, it
works so good that large corporations use it in their top circles. This is why you see
ceo's and upper managements with hundreds of millions of dollar salaries. One
person does not need that much income. An average person can live an incredible life
on a million a year. Why not take the rest of the 199 million and reinvest in the
company to produce more profits to the investors/workers/employees. The problem
with these large companies is greed. This is where Core Mining Network is different.
Spread the wealth, grow together.

PROFIT
DISTRIBUTION
CORE MINING NETWORK
How does it work? In short, Core Mining Network Token (CMNT) is sold at the initial coin
offerings. There are 3 coin offerings for a total of 700.000.000 CMNT's. The first ICO will allow
you to get in on the project early. The price of the first ICO is only $0.20 per CMNT. There will
only be a total of 300.000.000 CMNT's distributed through the first ICO. The second ICO will be
released at $0.25 for a total of 200.000.000 CMNT's. The last ICO will be 200.000.000 CMNT's at
$0.30 each.*
What happens after the ICO is done? Then we are in full production. We will distribute
300.000.000 CMNT's with an initial Exchange List price of minimum $1 depending on the voting
system. You as a token holder will vote on the initial price when listing on Exchanges. This will
create new income opportunities from various green projects such as Hydro and Aqua ponics farms,
Solar Power centers, Programming as well as research. Remember CMNT will be a lifetime
income, the more income opportunities we implement, the more income each and every single
CMNT will produce. The project you vote on will earn an income from CMNT for life as long as it
is profitable. No tokens will be distributed to the owners at any time unless they purchase them @
the ICO. To make it simple, owners of CMN only profit if the business is profitable and so far the
concept is very profitable. If the cryptocurrency market completely collapses it may become
unprofittable.
Who will be able to earn profits from these projects? Anyone who own's a CMNT will earn
from any and all projects. The more CMNT you own, the higher your monthly profits will be. Every
CMNT is divided up into a percentage of the profits generated. Not only will you get an income
from all the projects but we expect CMNT to increase in value very fast with a steady future
growth.
Why do you think CMNT will increase invalue? This is not a meme coin going to the moon
and then crashing. This is backed with real companies, projects, innovations to bring you a steadily
rising income to every CMNT holder. By holding CMNT on our platform you will earn an
increased monthly income. CMNT token will automatically be worth more as the token increases in
income every month with new projects and companies. Think of CMNT as an income token, the
longer you hold it the more value you can receive from it and the more earnings you will receive in
your pocket.
Why is CMNT a better investment opportunity than day trading and market investments?
If you buy a token on the cryptocurrency market or regular stock market. You have to SIT on it for a
very long time and if everything goes right, 10 years down the road you may have earned a small
profit. As everyone knows, sooner than later, most people loose on this investment and only the
super rich with insider information are the onse that make any worthwhile gains. CMNT will
increase in value constantly with new projects earning increased profit shares to CMNT. Here's the
thing, not only will CMNT increase in value but CMNT owners will also receive monthly earnings
from the profits associated with CMN.
* At the time of writing the contract, 1 BNB = 2000 CMNT

PROFIT
DISTRIBUTION
CORE MINING NETWORK
How do you as a CMNT holder receive payouts? Payouts are
normally done at the end of the month* through BTC or another currency
that has a low transfer/exchange rate. Ethereum gas prices are normally
rediculously high and not worth while converting BTC etc.
Any investment projects CMN is invested in, any profits after expenses
will be distributed to CMNT holders. The profits of any investment
projects are divided into 3 major categories. The 3 categories include,
• Future investments of the project
• Loss factors
• Profit Sharing
* Can vary depending on project costs.
* There will be a minimum of 0.01 BTC payouts
Payouts are done on a monthly basis to every CMNT owner who has
staked the CMNT coin with the CMN Platform. Your linked pay out
Bitcoin address will receive the profit sharing payouts on a monthly basis.
So the BTC payout will go directly into your wallet. Once you signup and
invest your CMNT you will be asked to add a BTC payout address as all
funds at this time of writing are paid out in BTC. If there is a more
profitable coin in the future we would pay out in that perticular form.
We dont just provide rewards for our holders, we provide a
constantly growing return. A fund you can retire on and share with family
and members. You dont have to be a whale to take part in a profitable
future. Not only can you get rewarded for as long as you own CMNT you
will also be able to trade it on major exchanges world wide.

ROADMAP
CORE MINING NETWORK
beginning of cmn
2000

First ICO NOV. 2021
300.000.000 CMNT's

STAGE 1

SECOND ICO JAN. 2022
200.000.000 CMNT's

STAGE 2
THIRD ICO MAR.. 2022
200.000.000 CMNT's

STAGE 3

Staking platform
July 1st 2022

Staking can begin for all token holders.
Profit sharing is being distributed and the voting
system is opened up to the token holders.

CMNT will be listed to the larger
Exchanges such as gate.io,
binance.com and binance.us

MARKETS
CORE MINING NETWORK
We are investing in not only mining but also other green markets as
disclosed under the About section. Having multiple profitable investment streams and
not just relying on a single source of profit is a long prooven strategy that works.
With our investment advisors together with our CMNT holders we strive to find only
the most profitable but also most green investments. We will also strive to create jobs
with our investment opportunities. Our vision is to provide a safety net for our
members and a financial freedom to never have to worry about paying that next bill
or having enough money to purchase a new car or house. To be able to plan for an
early retirement and enjoy life of it's all wonderful features it brings us and not have
to grind away life at an early age. This is the time when your supposed to enjoy life
as a whole.
Our main objective is to create a constant residual income that you can pass on
to family and friends. We are trying to build a future of a steady income not by
hoping a stock market will carry the profits but backed by real companies, real people
and real assets. Instead of hording the profits our business plan is to distribute most of
the profits to our token holders and only use what is needed to run the company
profitable and able to expand. This is why we are able to offer anywhere from 50%
and more in growing returns. The difference between this model and regular
companies is that they will hoard profits and only distribute a fraction of the profits to
their members, then the managements and ceo's distribute the major bulk of the
profits amongst themselves, not to the company or the people who made the company
able to exist. We are for the members not for greed and believe in returning the
profits to the rightful owners.Areas of potential investment include but do not confine
to the following areas. We are always looking for good investment opportunities.
CRYPTOCURRENCY INDUSTRY

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

PROGRAMMING INDUSTRY

SPACE INDUSTRY

TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY

MEDICAL INDUSTRY

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY

GREEN ENERGY SECTOR

Areas we will not consider investing in include,
FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY
MILITARY OR WEAPONS INDUSTRY

STAKING
CORE MINING NETWORK
The staking environment will involve staking your CMNT's
on our staking platform. The profit sharing will be
distributed in accordance to the amount of CMNT's you
have staked on the platform and be a percentage of total
CMNT's staked on the platform.
Any total profits earned previouse month will be distributed
to the staking holders BTC wallets assigned on signup to
the staking platform. You may only have 1 BTC wallet
address registered at any one time. You may change the
BTC wallet address at any time. Funds distributed to the
BTC wallet address are not held on the staking platform.
Minimum distribution of profits to a wallet is set at this
time to 0.001BTC. Furthermore, no CMNT's are ever
locked but must be presently staked for the entire month to
receive the profit sharing. If tokens are removed before the
profit sharing payout date, the profit sharing payout will be
redistributed into the profit sharing payout pool.
The staking page will hold the total profit sharing payout
information indicator and date of next coming payout as
well as history on previous payouts and amounts, total
staked CMNT's and vital other exchange data.

THE TEAM
CORE MINING NETWORK
CEO

CEO

Michael Csaky

Bjorn Smeds

We are always looking for new talent. If you feel you can be an asset to Core
Mining Network, please feel free to contact us @ Support@coremining.net. We have
a full team but are always looking to expand in both the technology and economical
sectors.

